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Using electromagnetically induced transparency (EIT), it is possible to delay and store light
in atomic ensembles. Theoretical modelling and recent experiments have suggested that the EIT
storage mechanism can be used as a memory for quantum information. We present experiments that
quantify the noise performance of an EIT system for conjugate amplitude and phase quadratures.
It is shown that our EIT system adds excess noise to the delayed light that has not hitherto been
predicted by published theoretical modelling. In analogy with other continuous-variable quantum
information systems, the performance of our EIT system is characterised in terms of conditional
variance and signal transfer.
Following theoretical proposals [1], electromagnetically
induced transparency (EIT) [2] has become the subject
of much interest for controlled atomic storage of quantum
states of light. Indeed, the delay and storage of optical
qubits in an atomic medium via EIT has recently been
shown allowing, in principle, the synchronisation of quan-
tum information processing systems [3, 4]. Earlier works
with classical signals in a vapour cell [5] and cold atoms
[6] have shown large signal delay with group velocities as
low as 17 ms−1. Storage of classical pulses has also been
shown for atomic vapour cells [7, 8], cold atomic clouds
[9], and solid state systems [10, 11] (although it should
be noted that alternative interpretations of such pulse
storage experiments have also been published [12, 13]).
One experiment [14] has even shown the transmission of
a squeezed state through an EIT system in a vapour cell
under the conditions of very small delay. While these
experiments are all excellent demonstrations of EIT, to
the best of our knowledge, no attempt has been made
to quantify the efficacy of EIT for continuous-variable
quantum information systems.
Quantum-theoretical treatments of delay and storage
via EIT, in the presence of decoherences, have sug-
gested that no excess noise is added to the delayed light
[15, 16, 17, 18]. These works show that the degradation
of a quantum state in an EIT system results from - (i) the
finite transparency window and (ii) a degradation in the
transparency induced by ground state dephasing. The
implication is that, within the EIT window and for small
ground state dephasing, quantum states of light can be
delayed and preserved in an EIT medium. In this letter,
we present experimental results that examine the quan-
tum noise performance of an EIT system for conjugate
amplitude and phase quadratures, that are measured at
sideband frequencies (ω) around the optical carrier. Since
much work on EIT is motivated by quantum informa-
tion processing, we evaluate the performance of the EIT
system using well established criteria for continuous vari-
able (CV) quantum state measurements. In analogy with
quantum teleportation and non-demolition experiments
where states are transferred from an input to an output,
we utilise the conditional variance and signal transfer co-
efficients to quantify the quantum noise properties of our
EIT system.
EIT is created by the interaction of probe (Ep) and
pump (Ec) fields, in a 3-level Λ-atomic system, as shown
in Fig. 1 (B). When the two fields are resonant with
their respective transitions, a quantum interference oc-
curs between the two atomic absorption pathways. Con-
sequently, a narrow transparency window is generated
on resonance [2]. Via the Kramers-Kronig relations, this
sharp transparency feature gives rise to strong dispersion
and therefore reduced group velocity. Solving the optical
Bloch equations for the 3-level atomic system and as-
suming |Ec| ≫ |Ep|, we find the probe susceptibility to
be
χ(ω) =
i2N |g|2(γ0 − iω)
ck ((γ0 − iω)(γ − iω) + |gEc|2)
, (1)
where k is the wave number, N is the atomic density,
g is the atom-field coupling constant, γ is the sponta-
neous emission rate and γ0 is the ground state dephasing
rate. The imaginary and real parts of χ(ω) describe the
transmission and dispersion, respectively, of the probe
beam. On propagation through an EIT medium of length
L, the transmissivity of the probe beam is given by
η(ω) = e−ℜ{ikχ(ω)L}. Note that for γ0 = 0 and ω = 0,
the EIT system has perfect transmission.
A schematic of our experiment is shown in Fig. 1 (A).
The experiment was driven using a Ti:Sapphire laser,
tuned to the |52S1/2, Fg = 2〉 to |5
2P1/2, Fe = 1〉 tran-
sition of the D1 line of Rubidium-87 (
87Rb). A beam
was encoded with sideband amplitude and phase mod-
ulation signals. One half of this beam was sent to a
homodyne detection system, as a reference beam for the
input. The remainder of this beam was used as a probe,
by combining with an orthogonally polarised pump beam
at a polarising beamsplitter. The overlapping pump and
probe beams were converted to left and right circularly
polarised modes by a quarter-wave plate before enter-
ing an uncoated, isotopically enhanced 87Rb vapour cell.
The heated vapour cell was shielded in two layers of high
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FIG. 1: (A) Schematic of experimental layout. BS: beam-
splitter, PBS: polarising beamsplitter, SA: spectrum analyser,
DAQ: data acquisition device, λ/4: quarter wave-plate, λ/2:
half wave-plate and Pol.: polariser. (B) Atomic level scheme
used in our experiment. Ep is the probe field, Ec is the pump
field, γ is the spontaneous emission rate and γ0 is the ground
state dephasing rate. (C) Amplitude quadrature correlation
plots. Similar results were observed for the phase quadrature
correlation. Cell temperature = 62◦C, probe and pump power
densities are 0.32 mW/cm2 and 3.2 mW/cm2, respectively.
permeability alloy, that reduced stray magnetic fields to
≤ 1 mG. The probe beam was extracted from the out-
put of the cell using a polariser and sent to a second
homodyne detector. The signals from the two homodyne
detectors were monitored using a data acquisition system
and electronic spectrum analyser.
The group velocity in an EIT system is typically quan-
tified by measuring the delay of pulses. In our continuous
wave system, we applied a noise modulation (bandwidth
of 60 kHz) to our probe beam and then measured the time
correlation functions of the probe signals. By comparing
the auto-correlation of the reference beam (Fig. 1 C(i))
with the cross-correlation of the reference and probe out-
put beams (Fig. 1 C(ii)) we can accurately measure the
delay due to EIT. The maximum of the reference auto-
correlation occurred at zero time delay with a width of
60 kHz, which corresponded exactly to the modulation
bandwidth of the probe. The maximum correlation be-
tween the reference and probe output beams occurred at
a time delay of 7.5 µs. This corresponded to a group ve-
locity reduction of the input probe beam to ∼ c/30000.
The width of curve (ii) is broader than curve (i), indi-
cating a varying time delay as a function of sideband
frequency. Note that a periodic modulation feature was
also observed, which was attributed to the resonant mod-
ulation locking signals intrinsic to the Ti:Sapphire laser
system.
We now analyze the noise performance of our EIT sys-
tem as a quantum delay line for sidebands at a frequency
ω, relative to the carrier frequency of the probe field.
Ideally, we would like to possess a priori information
about the probe input state and then use this informa-
tion to obtain the conditional variance (V ±in|out) between
the probe input and output. Without a pair of entan-
gled beams at our disposal, such a direct measurement
of V ±in|out is not possible. In practice we measure the con-
ditional variance between the probe reference and output
beams, from which we can infer V ±in|out between probe in-
put and output. The amplitude and phase quadratures
are defined in terms of the Fourier transformed annihila-
tion and creation operators, as Xˆ+(ω) = aˆ(ω) + aˆ†(ω),
and Xˆ−(ω) = i(aˆ†(ω) − aˆ(ω)), respectively. The condi-
tional variance is measured by minimising the subtrac-
tion of input and output signals with variable gain G(ω)
and time delay τ(ω), giving
V ±in|out(ω) = min|G,τ 〈|Xˆ
±
out(ω)−G(ω)e
iωτ(ω)Xˆ±in(ω)|
2〉.
(2)
For an ideal lossless delay line, the conditional variance
limit is given by V ±in|out(ω) = 0, since the input and out-
put are exactly equal. A more practical benchmark is an
ideal delay line with some inherent passive loss. Eq. (1)
shows that EIT has frequency dependant transmissivity
η(ω). The quantum limit of the conditional variance is
therefore found by assuming that this loss is passive, in
the sense that transmissivity η(ω) implies the addition of
1− η(ω) quanta of vacuum noise. In this case the quan-
tum limit to the conditional variance is V ±in|out = 1−η(ω).
Quantum models have shown that the EIT system should
reach this passive loss limit, so that an experiment that
compares the conditional variance to this quantum limit
is a good test of theory. Experimentally, we find the
quantum limit by replacing the gas cell with a beamsplit-
ter that has the same transmissivity as the EIT system.
The transmission of the beamsplitter must be changed
for each sideband frequency to account for the finite EIT
window [20]. Since V ±in|out for a simple passive loss is en-
tirely predictable, this ‘beamsplitter benchmark’ is also
a key indicator that our setup correctly measures V ±in|out.
A sample set of V ±in|out data is shown in Fig. 2. The out-
put (i) and reference (ii) signals, intersect at a sideband
frequency of 305 kHz, corresponding to the frequency at
which the V ±in|out for the EIT system (iii) is minimum.
The V ±in|out for the beamsplitter benchmark (iv) is lower
than the minimum point of curve (iii), indicating that
the delayed probe beam has excess noise. Since the EIT
system has frequency dependent absorption and delay,
the gain and time delay for the V ±in|out measurement had
to be optimised for each measurement frequency.
Conditional variance results for two different cell tem-
peratures (corresponding to different atomic densities)
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FIG. 2: V ±
in|out
for the amplitude quadrature, optimised for
the sideband frequency of 305 kHz. The curves represent the
(i) output probe signal, (ii) reference signal with gain G and
delay τ , (iii) V ±
in|out
between the reference and output signals
and (iv) V ±
in|out for the beamsplitter benchmark. The modula-
tion peaks at 87 kHz and 174 kHz are the laser locking signals.
Cell temperature = 57◦C, probe and pump power densities are
9.6 mW/cm2 and 96 mW/cm2, respectively . Measurements
were made with a resolution bandwidth (RBW) = 1 kHz,
video bandwidth (VBW) = 30 Hz and 5 averages.
are shown in Fig. 3. The V ±in|out found using a beamsplit-
ter to simulate the passive loss of the EIT system are the
datasets labelled (ii). Due to the limited bandwidth of
EIT, the passive loss increases with sideband frequency
so that in the limit of large frequency, the beamsplitter
reference tends to a value of unity. Using Eq. (1), the EIT
window has been fitted to this beamsplitter data and is
represented by the upper limit of the shaded area. The
shaded area therefore indicates the area in which a V ±in|out
measurement would be exceeding the quantum measure-
ment limit. EIT data (i) is well above the passive loss
benchmark (ii), showing that excess noise is added to the
delayed probe beam. Moreover, the excess noise is largest
at low frequencies where the passive loss benchmark is at
its best. For higher sideband frequencies the loss in the
EIT system dominates the behaviour and V ±in|out tends to
a value of unity.
One source of excess noise is coupling from the pump to
the probe since our pump beam has amplitude and phase
quadrature noise that lies about 7 dB above the QNL.
By adding amplitude and phase modulation to the pump
beam, we were able to measure the transfer functions of
the pump-probe coupling. A maximum coupling of 3 %
for classical phase quadrature signals and 8 % for classical
amplitude quadrature signals, with negligible levels of
cross quadrature coupling, was observed. This is only
enough to explain 1.2 dB of excess amplitude noise and
0.5 dB of excess phase noise.
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FIG. 3: V ±
in|out
measurements for 2 cell temperatures. (A)
Amplitude quadrature, 42◦C; (B) phase quadrature, 42◦C;
(C) amplitude quadrature, 57◦C and (D) phase quadrature,
57◦C. The data point groups represent the (i) EIT V ±
in|out
and (ii) beamsplitter benchmark V ±
in|out
. The shape of the
shaded area has been fitted using the passive loss described
in Eq. (1). The insets show the zoom-in data points. RBW
= 1 kHz, VBW = 30 Hz and 10 averages. The 57◦C and
42◦C beamsplitter benchmark data points were fitted with
γ0 = 4 kHz and γ0 = 3.5 kHz, respectively. The probe and
pump power densities are 9.6 mW/cm2 and 96 mW/cm2, re-
spectively The largest delay for the 57◦C and 42◦C data is
0.48 µs and 0.18 µs, respectively.
We also quantify the performance of our EIT sys-
tem in terms of the signal transfer between probe input
and output. The signal transfer coefficient is given by
T±s (ω) = SNR
±
out(ω)/SNR
±
in(ω), where SNR
±
out(ω) and
SNR±in(ω) are the signal-to-noise ratios of the output and
input probe fields, respectively. A signal transfer coeffi-
cient of unity indicates perfect transfer. This would be
the result for a lossless delay line. For a passive system
with transmission η(ω), the vacuum noise coupled in by
the loss gives a signal transfer of η(ω). Measurements of
the signal transfer are shown in Fig. 4. The signal trans-
fer degrades as the frequency increases due to the limited
bandwidth of EIT. The EIT system signal transfer is very
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FIG. 4: Signal transfer coefficient for the (A) amplitude and
(B) phase quadratures. (i) T = 42◦C and (ii) corresponding
beamsplitter benchmark. (iii) T = 57◦C and (iv) correspond-
ing beamsplitter benchmark. RBW = 1 kHz, VBW = 30 Hz
and 10 averages. The probe and pump power densities are
9.6 mW/cm2 and 96 mW/cm2, respectively. The 57◦C and
42◦C beamsplitter benchmark data points were fitted with
γ0 = 4 kHz and γ0 = 3.5 kHz, respectively.
similar to that of the beamsplitter benchmark indicating
that absorption in the EIT system is the dominant cause
of reduced signal transfer. There is some deviation from
this behaviour for the phase quadrature for both cell tem-
peratures indicating that there is some excess loss of the
phase information.
As discussed above, a deviation of EIT system perfor-
mance from the passive loss benchmark indicates a dis-
crepancy with the theoretical modelling. Both in terms
of conditional variance and signal transfer we see that
the EIT system performance measured in our experiment
does not reach the passive loss limit. The current theoret-
ical modelling [18] of EIT does not include many effects.
In principle, the pump-probe configuration of EIT means
that the experiment is performed on atoms of a particular
longitudinal velocity class so that any effects of atomic
motion can be ignored. Transverse velocities, however,
could play a crucial role. The Gaussian intensity profiles
of the pump and probe beams mean that atoms with
motion in the transverse plane will experience varying
optical field intensities, whereas the theory assumes uni-
form field intensities. Effects due to high atomic density
have also been neglected. Various decoherence mecha-
nisms mean that there is always some fluorescence in the
cell. The probability that these photons are reabsorbed
by the atoms grows exponentially with atomic density.
The quantum noise properties of such “radiation trap-
ping” [19] has not been considered in the context of EIT.
Density dependent effects may be of particular interest
since they should be more severe in cold atom systems
where the density is higher.
In summary, our work shows that light delayed by
EIT has significant amounts of excess noise that quan-
tum models of EIT are not yet able to explain. This
should serve as a motivation for more complete theoreti-
cal models to identify the origins of the noise and also as
a caveat to claims that EIT in thermal vapour cells is a
good method for storing and delaying quantum states.
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